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Walk All Over The NFT
Universe With a Stunning
NFT Marketplace!
NFTs can reach the world through
pioneering intellectual strategies 
and marketing capabilities.
The NFT marketplace offers startups based on 
NFT the opportunity to accelerate their growth 
in a safe, autonomous and decentralized
setting. It creates an ecosystem that benefits 
both entrepreneurs and investors. NFT-based 
businesses usually raise funds through the NFT
marketplace, but investors can invest
risk-free.
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Features you
would love

Multiple Blockchain Support
In a multichain blockchain, a project is 
deployed across multiple networks so 
that they can communicate with one 

another.

Buy/Sale and Auction of NFT
Creating platforms for you that make 
transactions as secure as possible. 
Buy, sell and auction off your NTFs.Supports Popular Wallets

NFT marketplaces that suppose most 
coins like Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dogecoin 
and Ripple, as well as ERC-20 tokens 

on EVM-compatible blockchains.
Fully loaded Admin Features

Admin features like managing access 
requests, creating and editing groups, 

managing web services (webhooks 
and APIs), billing, storing additional 

licences and setting up global prefer-
ences for currencies and time format.

Secure Smart Contracts
A smart contract is a program stored on 

the blockchain that can automatically 
execute when certain conditions are 

met. They are typically used to store or 
facilitate transactions between digital 

assets. Highly Customizable
It is possible to customize your NFT 

Marketplace to suit the needs of 
individual people or tasks.Ease of Integrations

With NFT Marketplaces that we design 
for you, all systems work together and 
in harmony ensuring productivity and 
data consistency, as well as resolving 

the complexity associated with 
increased communication between 

systems.

Multiple Digital Assets
Supported

Photo files, video files, audio files 
and graphic files will be accessible 

on the platform for smooth
running.
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NFT
Marketplace

Platform
Characteristics

Storefront

Searching
for items

Filters

Create
Listings

Wallet

Bid and Buy

Scalable

Highly
Customizable

ERC
Standards

Secure Simple
Pricing

Portable
UI/UX

Platforms where NFTs can be stored, 
published, exchanged, and in certain
instances minted also are regarded as
marketplace.
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Build For

Curated Arts
Artists can create and
sell their digital art as

one-of-a-kind items and
collectors can own and trade
these artworks as valuable

assets. Galleries can also use
NFTs to sell and authenticate

digital art, allowing a new
way for the art world to

expand and evolve.

Game
Since the NFT is held on a 
blockchain, its data and 

ownership are tracked and 
are above corruption, which 

makes it easy to transfer 
from one game to another.

Music Industry
More often than not, 
Music-Based Virtual

Properties grant collectors 
ownership of a percentage of 
a song — or royalties accrued 
from that song via streaming, 

record sales, and so on.

Luxury Goods
Through NFTs, luxury brands 

can deliver a unique brand 
experience, reward brand 
loyalty, and engage with

customers more interactively 
and personally while providing 
greater transparency into the 
provenance of their products.

Fashion
NFTs in fashion can take 

many forms, including virtual 
garments that customers can 

wear within virtual
environments, digital content 

with which owners can
interact, and even digital 
twins of physical items.

Metaverse
With NFTs, you'll be able to 

own interoperable digital 
goods in a virtual world, 
including avatars, avatar 

clothing, avatar animations, 
virtual decorations, and

weapons.
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Client
Testimonials

Platform
Characteristics

"I'm very happy with the level of service I received. I liked 
working with the team and we had great responsive communi-

cation throughout the project. They accommodated all my 
request. We are starting a new project in a few days. I highly 

recommend MINDDEFT as a strategic partner for all you 
IT/Technology requirements."

FanAnyWhere

"Krunal and the team did a great job with this project. They are 
knowledgeable about NFT marketplace development and I 
would recommend working with them. Thank you for your 
efforts guys! Hope to work with you again soon."

ApeOnly

"Krunal and his team helped us a lot with our NFT
Marketplace Platform. They are exceptional professionals who 

provide great value. For blockchain based
development, which is a very specialized category, they are 

magnificent. 100% recommended."

Carny

Don't just take our word for it, read from our extensive list of 
case studies and customer testimonials.

Ethereum is a decentralized blockchain
platform that establishes a peer-to-peer

network that securely executes and verifies 
smart contracts.

Ethereum
Polygon is a blockchain platform that aims to 
provide scalable, secure, and instant transac-
tions with Ethereum currencies such as ETH, 
USDC, MATIC and DAI.

Polygon

Solana is a blockchain platform designed to 
host decentralized, scalable applications. It 
can process many more transactions per 
second than rival blockchains like Ethereum 
and charges lower transaction fees.

Solana
The Binance smart chain is one of the world's 

fastest blockchains. It is well known for its 
lightning-fast transactions. The blocks in a 

BSC are made every 3 seconds, making it one 
of the fastest blockchains in the world.

Binance Smart Chain
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Tech Stack
Front-end

Structure & Design

Libraries

Wallet Integration
Infrastructure

Back-end

Framework Language Data Storage
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Our Pricing

Blockchain Support

Wallet Integration 

Collect Item, Created Item

Activity Tracker

Category Management

Royalty Percentage

Hidden Item, Favorite Item

Collaborators

Followers / Following

Ticketing Support System

Customer Service Chat

Timer Based Auctions

Packet Drops

BSC Blockchain
Support

Metamask Wallet

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 Blockchain
Support

2 Wallets

NA

NA

4 Blockchain
Support

4 Wallets

Let’s Connect
Over a Call

Marketplace Features Basic Intermediate Advance

Custom

Best Pricing for our latest packages.
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About us

Featured On

Founded back in 2015, Minddeft came about by a bunch
of like-minded individuals, who always place ‘customers’
at the forefront, realizing there was a gap in the market for
fairly priced Blockchain services. Thanks to our vastly
experienced team, technically astute managers and overall group
dynamics, we have forged multiple effective solutions using
Blockchain technology. Even though the tenure has been short, we’ve
managed to build strong ties with US and UK based companies to expand 
their horizons and know-how. This is what puts us in good stead when it 
comes to serving your business in this dynamic market landscape.
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Contact us

Office Number:
+91-79-40192627

Email Address:
info@minddeft.com
jeet.mehta@minddeft.com

Phone Number:
+91 9998859171

Website:
https://minddeft.com/

INDIA
Minddeft Technologies PVT LTD.
The Capital, A 404/ 405, Science City Rd, Sola, 
Ahmedabad, Gujarat 380060.
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